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Abstract—We experimentally compare various adaptive algorithms that use a spatial light modulator (SLM) to compensate
modal dispersion in 50- m graded-index multimode fibers. We
show that continuous-phase sequential coordinate ascent (CPSCA)
gives better bit-error-ratio performance than 2- or 4-phase sequential coordinate ascent, in concordance with simulations in
[10]. We then evaluate the bandwidth characteristics of CPSCA,
and show that a single SLM is able to simultaneously compensate
the modal dispersion in up to 9 wavelength-division-multiplexed
10-Gb/s channels, spaced by 50 GHz, over a total bandwidth of
450 GHz. We also show that CPSCA is able to compensate for
modal dispersion in fibers up to 2.2 km long, even in the presence
of midspan connector offsets up to 4 m (simulated in experiment
by offset splices). A known non-adaptive launching technique
using a fusion-spliced single-mode-to-multimode patchcord is
shown to fail under these conditions.
Index Terms—Adaptive optics, algorithms, optical fiber dispersion, spatial light modulators.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ULTIMODE FIBER (MMF) is the dominant type of
fiber used for data communications in current local-area
networks. In attempting to achieve higher signaling rates, the
dominant limiting factor is the inter-symbol interference (ISI)
caused by modal dispersion [1]. Light propagates in a MMF in
modes, with each mode propagating at its group velocity. The
set of modes excited depends on launch conditions at the input
of the fiber, and on mode coupling within the fiber. Thus, a pulse
of light that excites multiple modes in the fiber arrives as several
pulses at the output of the fiber, a phenomenon known as modal
dispersion.
In describing modal dispersion, the relevant modes are typically not the modes of an ideal fiber, which we refer to as ideal
modes (IM). Bends and imperfections in the refractive index
profile cause coupling between IMs. This means that a pulse
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launched into an IM will be received as a sequence of pulses.
However, it has been shown [2] that there exists a complete set
of orthonormal modes, called principal modes (PMs), such that
a pulse launched into a PM at the input of the fiber emerges as
a single pulse at the output, even in the presence of mode coupling. PMs in MMFs with mode coupling are analogous to principal states of polarization (PSPs) in single-mode fibers (SMF)
with polarization-mode dispersion.
In the past, electrical equalization [3], [4] has been used to
mitigate ISI caused by modal dispersion. However, this can lead
to noise enhancement, and, therefore, degradation of achievable
bit-error ratio (BER) [5].
As an alternative to electrical equalization, the use of adaptive optical compensation was proposed in [6]. This involves
shaping the spatial profile of the electric field at the input end of
the fiber using a spatial light modulator (SLM) to excite only
desired PMs. An SLM is a two-dimensional array of pixels,
capable of modifying the local phase and/or amplitude of an
incident electric field. This technique leads to no noise enhancement, and compares favorably with electrical equalization techniques, such as the optimal maximum-likelihood sequence detection (MLSD) [7]. Experiments [8], [9] have shown that this
approach is capable of achieving multi-kilometer transmission
at bit rates of 10 and 100 Gb/s.
A comprehensive theoretical framework for analyzing adaptive optical compensation was developed in [7]. It was shown
that minimizing ISI by changing the SLM settings can be
posed as a convex optimization problem. In particular, maximizing eye opening, subject to constraints on the SLM, was
cast as a second-order cone program. Adaptive algorithms for
optimizing the SLM in real time were proposed in [10]. The
continuous-phase sequential coordinate ascent (CPSCA) algorithm was shown to achieve the best performance in simulation.
In this paper, we demonstrate the efficacy of this algorithm experimentally, and compare its performance with that of 2-phase
sequential coordinate ascent (2PSCA), and 4-phase sequential
coordinate ascent (4PSCA).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe the experimental setup used. In
Section III, we give theoretical background for analysis of the
system. In Section IV, we compare the performance of 2PSCA,
4PSCA, and CPSCA, with various fiber configurations, and
show that CPSCA gives better BER performance than 2PSCA
or 4PSCA, in concordance with simulations in [10]. We then
evaluate the bandwidth characteristics of CPSCA, showing that
a single SLM is able to simultaneously compensate the modal
dispersion of several wavelength-division-muliplexed (WDM)
channels. We also show that CPSCA is able to compensate
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup. Inset: spatial light modulator (SLM) in Fourier plane of the input face of multimode fiber (MMF). A: boundary of SLM active region.
B: Block structure of SLM pattern. C: Circle enclosing 95% of power of beam incident on SLM, corresponding to a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.11 at the MMF
input. D: Circle corresponding to the MMF NA of 0.19.

for modal dispersion even in the presence of midspan offset
interconnections.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental system is shown in Fig. 1. A C-band laser
can be tuned to a comb of 100 channels, spaced by 50 GHz,
covering a 5.0 THz bandwidth over the 1527–1567 nm wavelength range. A Mach–Zehnder modulator encodes a chirp-free
dBm average
10 Gb/s non-return-to-zero signal having
power, which is output into a polarization-maintaining SMF
(PM-SMF) having a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.11. The
mode, is collimated by an
PM-SMF output, in the
mm plano-convex lens, passed through a polarizer,
and used to illuminate a liquid crystal SLM. The linear polarizer
aligns the PM-SMF output to the linear state of polarization
(SOP) required at the SLM.
The nematic liquid crystal, phase-only SLM has 256 256
pixels, each 18 m 18 m in size, each independently controllable with 5–6 bit resolution over the range 0–2 , with switching
times of 100 ms
%
% . After reflecting from
the SLM and passing through a 45%–45% polarization-independent beam splitter, the beam is coupled into a MMF using
mm plano-convex lens, resulting in a launched
an
NA of 0.11. The beam spot is nominally center-launched to excite lower-order modes preferentially. A half-wave plate and a
quarter-wave plate allow the launched signal to be adjusted to an
arbitrary SOP. The free-space optical system has a loss of about
dBm is launched
8.5 dB. So, an average power of about
(for a blank SLM pattern).
Test fibers are spooled, plastic-jacketed, standard 50- m
graded-index MMF, having power-law index profiles with
exponent between 2.00 and 2.03, and NA of 0.19 at C-band
wavelengths. These are indicated in Fig. 1 as “Span 1” and
“Span 2”. In order to simulate connector offsets in deployed
systems, patchcords with offset fusion splices of 0, 2 or 4 m
are inserted before and/or between the test fibers. These are
indicated in Fig. 1 as “Conn. 1” and “Conn. 2”. The test
fiber output is connected via a 62.5- m MMF pigtail to a
commercial receiver comprising an InGaAs p-i-n photodiode

and transimpedance preamplifier, and having d.c.-9.5 GHz
dB). The sensitivity and overload power are
bandwidth (at
dBm and
dBm, respectively, both at
BER.
Receiver electrical output waveforms are acquired by a sampling oscilloscope and sent via a GPIB interface to a personal
computer, which estimates ISI, executes an adaptive algorithm,
and controls the SLM. The SLM, situated in the Fourier plane
of the MMF input, performs spatial signal processing. The
SLM surface is depicted in the inset of Fig. 1. Coordinates
on the SLM are denoted by spatial frequencies. “A” denotes
the boundary of the 256 256-pixel active region. To reduce
both the complexity and the adaptation time, square blocks
comprising 16 16 pixels are utilized. The phase of each block
is adjusted during adaptation. A set of 60 such blocks is used,
denoted by “B”. This set covers a circle enclosing 95% of the
mode of the PM-SMF, denoted by
energy of the incident
“C”, which corresponds to an NA of 0.11 in the MMF. The
circle “D” denotes the MMF NA of 0.19.
III. ANALYTICAL CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, we provide theoretical background for analyzing our adaptive-optics system. We first give an expression
for the impulse response of the system in terms of the SLM settings and the mode fields of the PMs of the fiber. Next, we give
an expression for the objective function, i.e., the vertical eye
opening, which we wish to maximize. We then give a procedure
for estimating the objective function when the eye is closed. Finally, we give a brief explanation of the adaptive algorithms that
are being experimentally compared.
A. Impulse Response
With a given SLM setting, the electric field of a time-domain
pulse entering the MMF has a certain spatial profile. This in turn
governs the set of PMs excited, and the distribution of energy
across the PMs. Since each PM propagates with a well-defined
group delay, we obtain a sequence of pulses at the output. For a
unit impulse at the input, this sequence of output impulses forms
the impulse response. Note that the impulse response referred
to here is an intensity impulse response. Thus, the impulse response of the system is a function of the SLM settings.
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A detailed derivation was presented in [7]. Here, we reproduce some of the key results

(1)
where is the fiber loss coefficient (approximated as mode-inis the number of propadependent), is the fiber length,
gating PMs in both polarizations,
is the electric
is the normalfield at the input face of the fiber,
ized magnetic field corresponding to the th input PM, and is
the group delay of the th PM.
is a function of the
SLM pixel reflectances, an exact expression for which is given
in [7]. This leads to a final expression of the impulse response
of the following form:
(2)
is the reflectance of the
is the number of SLM blocks, and
are vectors that capture the spatial structure
PMs [7]. Note that the intensity impulse response is
of the
a quadratic function of the SLM reflectances.
where
th SLM block,

Fig. 2. Estimation of the objective function using six samples from the response
to a step training sequence.

C. Estimating the Objective Function
If we can observe
for every SLM setting , then we
can find the optimal solution without explicit knowledge of .
is the eye opening, it can be measured directly
Since
when the eye is open.
when the
While it may appear from (4) that estimating
eye is closed requires many samples of the impulse response,
in practice, it can be estimated from a few samples of the step
response. For example, in [8], the following procedure was used.
When the eye is closed, a periodic training sequence comprising
a long string of 0-bits followed by an equal number of 1-bits is
transmitted, as shown in Fig. 2. Here, is number of 0-bits (or
1-bits) in the sequence. The largest positive and negative excursions of the received waveform over any interval of duration is
used to estimate
, and the total excursion of the received
. is then estimated
waveform is used to estimate
as

B. Objective Function
The pulse response of the system was shown [7] to be

In [8], a value of
was used. When the eye is open, the
eye opening itself may be used as an estimate of .
D. Adaptive Algorithms: CPSCA, 4PSCA, and 2PSCA
(3)

where
, with
being the transmit intensity
the receiver impulse response. It was also shown
pulse, and
that minimization of ISI is equivalent to maximization of the
vertical eye opening in the eye diagram generated by the above
pulse response. The eye opening is given by
(4)

Algorithm 1 Continuous-Phase Sequential Coordinate
Ascent (CPSCA)
1:

.

2:
3: repeat
4: for

to 3 do

5:
where is the bit duration, is an initial sampling offset, and
is an integer, with
corresponding to the desired peak. is
when the
directly proportional to the eye opening, with
when the eye is open. Minimization of
eye is closed, and
ISI was shown to be equivalent to maximization of .
It was also shown in [7] that can be simplified to the form
, where
is a Hermitian matrix, with one
non-positive eigenvalues. characterizes
positive, and
the system. We note that in real fiber systems, is not known
explicitly, since it captures the details of the mode-coupling and
the optical system, and depends on the exact refractive profile,
fiber bends and twists, etc. Hence, maximization of requires
an adaptive algorithm.

6:

Estimate

7: end for
8:
9:
10:
11:
12: until Termination
CPSCA (Algorithm 1) was introduced in [10] as an algorithm
for optimizing the SLM. A single SLM block is selected, and its
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phase is optimized to maximize the objective function, i.e., the
eye opening. Three estimations of the eye opening are required
to optimize a single SLM block. The objective function is estimated using the procedure described in Section III.C. Next,
another SLM block is selected, and the process is repeated. The
objective function was shown to converge to a value very close
to the global maximum.
Maximizing the objective function with respect to the phase
of a single SLM block is in itself an optimization problem. It
was shown in [10] that
(5)
, and
. The optimal
is
where
given by
, where is estimated using measurements of
at three different values of .
In 4PSCA, a single SLM block is chosen, and its phase is
to maximize the eye
optimized over the set
opening. Next, another SLM block is chosen, and the process
is repeated. 2PSCA, which is the algorithm used in [8], is similar to 4PSCA, except that the phase of an SLM block is opti. It is to be noted that, to optimize a
mized over the set
single SLM block, CPSCA requires three SLM block flips and
estimations of the objective function, 4PSCA requires four, and
2PSCA requires two.
In the experimental setup described in this paper, each time
an SLM block is changed, the received waveform is acquired
.
by the sampling oscilloscope for estimation of
Eight samples per bit interval are taken to obtain sufficient resolution in choosing , and four acquisitions of the waveform are
averaged to reduce thermal and quantization noises. In order to
estimate using the procedure described in Section III.C, we
. A single
use the periodic step training sequence with
requires about 0.9 s, which is dominated by
estimation of
waveform sampling and GPIB interface latency. In a single iteration of the adaptive algorithm, the 60 SLM blocks are optimized one-by-one, proceeding outward from the center in concentric rings, which takes about 3 minutes in the current setup.
With a faster SLM based on microelectromechanical systems,
switching time for the SLM could be reduced to 10 s [11]. The
use of dedicated hardware can reduce the time required for estimation of the objective function to 10 s. Thus, assuming
a round-trip propagation time of 10 s, the time required for a
single SLM block flip could be reduced to 30 s. Therefore, the
time required for a single iteration of CPSCA, corresponding to
180 block flips, could be reduced to about 5.4 ms.
IV. RESULTS
A. Comparison of CPSCA, 4PSCA, and 2PSCA
We compare the performance of CPSCA, 4PSCA, and
2PSCA, for various fiber configurations, and show that CPSCA
gives better BER performance than 4PSCA or 2PSCA. A fiber
configuration involves a combination of offset patchcords and
segments of straight fiber, and its configuration is indicated as
“ m/ m” or “ m/ m/ m/ m”. In Fig. 1, and are
the offsets of the patchcords indicated as “Conn. 1” and “Conn.
2” respectively, while and are the lengths of “Span 1” and
“Span 2” respectively. So, for e.g., 2 m/2200 m indicates

Fig. 3. Fiber configuration 2 m/2200 m: eye diagrams (a) before adaptation,
(b) after 2PSCA, (c) after 4PSCA, (d) after CPSCA; (e) BER versus attenuation.

Fig. 4. Fiber configuration 4 m/2200 m: BER versus attenuation before adaptation, and after CPSCA, 4PSCA, and 2PSCA.

a 2- m offset patchcord followed by 2200 m of fiber, and
m/500 m/ m/500 m indicates a 2- m offset patchcord,
500 m of fiber, another 2- m offset patchcord, and 500 m of
fiber. System BER performance is measured at a bit rate of
psuedorandom binary sequence, and a
10 Gb/s using a
gating period of 3 s.
Fig. 3 shows performance of various algorithms for a
2 m/2200 m configuration. The BER curves indicate that
CPSCA gives better BER performance than 2PSCA or 4PSCA.
The eye opening after CPSCA is also visibly larger than after
2PSCA or 4PSCA. Since the mode coupling in the fiber changes
with time due to change in temperature, etc., the experiment
was repeated multiple times, and with various launch polarizations. The set of figures presented here is a typical realization.
Figs. 4–6 show similar comparisons for 4 m/2200 m,
2 m/1000 m, and 4 m/1000 m configurations respectively.
In all these cases, CPSCA gives better BER performance than
2PSCA and 4PSCA.
These experiments clearly demonstrate that CPSCA consistently gives better BER performance than both 4PSCA and
2PSCA.
B. Further Evaluation of CPSCA
Since it was shown in Section IV.A that CPSCA gives better
BER performance than 4PSCA and 2PSCA, in this section, we
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Fig. 5. Fiber configuration 2 m/1000 m: BER versus attenuation before adaptation, and after CPSCA, 4PSCA, and 2PSCA.
Fig. 8. Fiber configuration 0 m/500 m/2 m/500 m: eye diagrams (a) before adaptation, (b) after CPSCA; (c) BER versus attenuation; (d) BER versus
channel number, after CPSCA; adaptation performed at channel 58.

Fig. 6. Fiber configuration 4 m/1000 m: BER versus attenuation before adaptation, and after CPSCA, 4PSCA, and 2PSCA.

Fig. 9. Fiber configuration 0 m/500 m/4 m/500 m: eye diagrams (a) before adaptation, (b) after CPSCA; (c) BER versus attenuation; (d) BER versus
channel number, after CPSCA; adaptation performed at channel 58.

Fig. 7. BER versus channel number, after CPSCA. Fiber configurations:
(a) 2 m/2200 m, (b) 4 m/2200 m, (c) 2 m/1000 m, (d) 4 m/1000 m.
Channel spacing: 50 GHz. Channel 58 corresponds to 1550 nm, and is the
channel used for adaptation.

focus on CPSCA. We first study the bandwidth characteristics
of CPSCA, and then study the performance of CPSCA in the
presence of midspan offset splices.
We first study the bandwidth range over which a single
SLM, after adaptation using CPSCA, can compensate modal
dispersion. This data is shown in Fig. 7(a)–(d) for the same four
fiber configurations studied in Figs. 3–6. The laser frequency is
switched over 50-GHz steps while holding the post-adaptation
SLM pattern constant. Channel 58 corresponds to a wavelength
of 1550 nm. These figures indicate that a single SLM pattern

Fig. 10. Fiber configuration 2 m/500 m/2 m/500 m: eye diagrams (a) before adaptation, (b) after CPSCA; (c) BER versus attenuation; (d) BER versus
channel number, after CPSCA; adaptation performed at channel 58.

is able to compensate over multiple wavelengths, though the
actual wavelength range compensated depends on the nature of
the impairment.
Figs. 8–10 show the performance of CPSCA with three other
fiber configurations. We have repeated each of these experiments several times, and have presented typical data sets from
these experiments. These clearly demonstrate that CPSCA can
compensate for modal dispersion in a wide range of fiber configurations, and over multiple wavelengths.
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(c) BER versus attenuation.
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